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Credit and Spreads 

May began on a strong note in risk markets, until a number of shocks sent most stockmarket 

indices lower, and credit spreads wider. The trade disputes apparently resolved in April may 

not end amicably. Constitutional crisis in Italy. A surprise result in the Malaysia election. 

Severe strikes crippled the Brazilian economy. And in response to Korean intransigence, Pres 

Trump appeared to call off peace talks. 

Credit spreads ended weaker across the board, with Europe particularly hard hit on yet 

another threat to Eurozone stability: 

Credit Indices 31 May 18 30 Apr 18 31 May 17 

iTraxx Australia 5 Yr CDS 70bp 65bp 86bp 

iTraxx European 5 Yr CDS 70bp 54bp 62bp 

CDX IG North American 5 Yr CDS 67bp 61bp 62bp 

CDX HY North American 5 Yr CDS 353bp 339bp 328bp 

Bank FRNs followed derivatives wider, although much of this was major bank FRNs repricing 

to the latest issue. Crossover FRNs (former ‘A’ rated, now in ‘BBB’ category) underperformed, 

widening by up to 9bp, and major bank subs also widened up to 6bp.  

 

High yield bond spreads widened slightly, from +346bp at end of March to +364bp (BoA 

Merrill Lynch HY Index, option-adjusted).  
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Bonds and Interest Rate Outlook 

Geopolitical developments were the highlights of May, with fresh trade war concerns 

between USA and China, and more so USA and Europe.  

US 10-year yields soared to a five-year high of 3.11% mid-May before closing -12bp at 2.83% 

in a dramatic flight to safer assets following Italy’s political woes. The President sensationally 

refused to ratify euro-sceptic Prof Savona as the Minister of Economy and Finances, 

resulting in the resignation of PM-designate Conte (from an anti-establishment coalition). 

New elections were discussed, although the possibility of an even more vehement anti-EU 

vote in response cooled EU desire for this path.  

10-year Italian bond yields finished a massive +105bp wider at 2.84% in May, after peaking 

60bp higher still intra-month. 

As is usual in Italian politics, chaos is likely to end in compromise, and late in the month Conte 

returned with a compromise appointment for Finance Minister. 

Australian 10-year bond yields firmed -10bp to 2.67%. Australian bonds continue to trade 

inside US yields, and the gap has widened into May. 

 
Pres Trump wrote to Chairman Kim to cancel the June summit, after the DPRK delegation 

did not show up to preliminary meetings in Singapore and made other inflammatory 

comments including calling VP Pence “ignorant and stupid” (apparently in retaliation for 

unhelpful statements by National Security Advisor Bolton).  

Why Bolton thought the “Libya” analogy would be useful in outlining a denuclearisation 

model is unclear; given that ended in Col Qaddafi’s death, Kim unsurprisingly prefers a 
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different model. At time of writing, both sides now intend to proceed with the summit as 

planned. 

Emerging markets were particularly unsettled. Brazil was down -16% on nationwide strikes; 

Mexico -14% on fears of US tariffs and potentially the end of the NAFTA agreement; Greece -

19% on fears of another Eurozone crisis, and Turkey -13% on domestic concerns.  

The Barisan Nasional party finally lost an election in Malaysia – 61 years after independence. 

Malaysians re-elected 92-year-old Mahathir bin Mohamad as Prime Minister. Najib Razak’s 

government had been plagued by scandals and was widely considered corrupt – but markets 

rarely welcome uncertainty. Marty himself said he does not want the job and will hand over 

to Anwar Ibrahim – only released from prison this month after being pardoned by the King! 

The US Federal Reserve increasing rates by 25bp in March and had expected to do so at the 

next two meetings (possibly three). While this is still the most likely outcome, emerging 

markets instability and other concerns have at least raised the possibility that Powell may 

pause for fear of worsening any crises. 

Meanwhile, a weather-affected and subtrend Q1 US GDP raises the possibility that Q2 may 

rebound extremely strongly in a catch-up - as it did after the snow affected negative 1Q14. 

The Atlanta Fed forecasts 4.8% p.a., giving the Fed the conundrum of sentiment vs 

fundamentals. 

 

Meanwhile, the RBA Minutes appeared to further delay and interest rate cycle: Expectations 

of falling commodity prices, falling residential property prices, moderating jobs, and deferring 

the expected growth acceleration to “late 2018.” They also expect easing global growth, and 

explicitly linked rising US bond yields to inflation risks.  

Rather than the usual predictions of accelerating growth and employment, the Minutes 

concluded that there were risks in both directions. Again, they felt there was not a strong 

case for a near-term move in interest rates (more likely up than down), having noted (without 

correcting them) that markets would not pricing a rate increase until mid-2019. 

 

A combination of global sentiment and domestic expectations of monetary policy sent bill 

futures yields lower across the curve as markets further delayed their expectation of 

Australian rate increases: 
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BBSW came back from its recent spike, falling below 2%.  

Futures markets now look to as late as Q3-2019 to have the first 25bp rate hike. A second is 

not expected to happen until the distant out years: 
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Term Deposits 

Across the short-end of the curve, rates were lower and wholesale deposit margins higher 

as swap rates fell on the monetary policy outlook:  

     

At the longer end, as swap rates were lower and margins higher, deposit rates were little 

changed – 4 years is still  the point of better value. The 1-2 year curve was flat: 
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Major Bank Bonds and FRNs  

Investment-grade credit had a flat to slightly negative month in May, now broadly flat since 

mid-February: 

    

Major bank spreads widened slightly, and repriced to wear the latest issue occurred at +90 

at the long end – resulting in marks up to 6bp wider: 

 

New issues have required a substantial premium over last quote to attract investor demand, 

but in a weaker market existing FRNs were marked higher to meet this issuance. 
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Repeating our previous detailed modelling: In this analysis we use a hurdle of BBSW+90bp, 

based notionally on the margins that can be achieved from 1 year T/Ds: 

 

[The top line is simply a “hold to maturity” scenario, i.e. a sale with 0 years remaining, and 

therefore simply shows the running yield.] 

A rolling FRN strategy offers significantly better return outlook than T/D margins, even 

without going to lower credits. Major banks will likely issue around low 90’s, targeting +120 

on a 2-year view; this is 30+bp better than 2-year deposit margins.  

The Breakeven measure examines how much widening can be supported and still break even 

to benchmark in 12 months.  

For example, a 5-year security purchased at +92bp could be marked 40% wider than today’s 

4-year (at +116bp, vs the current +83bp for a 4-year security) in a year’s time, with the excess 

income offset by -92bp of capital loss.  
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Domestic ‘Crossover’ Rated Banks 

Previously described as the A- banks, this is now the Bendigo / BoQ pair that has “split” ratings 

(A range at Moody’s, and BBB range at S&P). The Moody’s downgrades of June do not affect 

this classification.  

Spreads are somewhat wider across the curve.  

A spread to major banks of ~30bp across the board is reasonable. 

Increasingly, securities are borderline saleable less than 2 years out – relevant to investors 

either facing BBB Policy issues, OR seeking to free additional capacity for new placements. 

The market is differentiating the larger institutions, which trade materially tighter than their 

BBB peers and significantly tightening to maturity. 

The overall higher level of the credit curve creates the potential for returns significantly 

above the +90bp area that could be realistically targeted with deposits, or the +120bp 

potential from major bank FRNs.  

The two year outlook (ignoring new issue premium and trading costs) is for up to +150bp. The 

yield uplift is relatively similar whether on a buy-and-hold basis, or explicitly seeking trading.  

 

Breakeven levels show comparable resilience against spread widening as the AA banks this 

month (at the new issue level).  
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The premium to AA range historically low (post-GFC) and normally-shaped: 

 

Other Banks – Senior 

Bank of China’s 2019 was 1bp wider at +76bp; the April 2022s finished 1bp tighter at +113bp 

– again going against the global trend.  

Credit Suisse’s most recent issued notes were also weaker. They traded wider at +83bp, or 

around $102.97 clean. 2020’s are 2bp wider, at +70bp. This is in line with local major banks. 

S&P downgraded Deutsche Bank, and the stock fell but credit markets spreads did not move 

markedly. Earnings remain under pressure, and the restructure will take longer than forecast 

by management. 
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Sub Debt 

Spreads were wider for all terms in line with senior bank paper and weaker credit markets 

overall. Basel II debt trades at deposit margins: 

 

The market is implying minimal risk of non-call, at least from older securities that do not have 

automatic triggers.  

We are sellers of older sub-debt, which are comparable to some T/D margins or less. It does 

not feel that investors are adequately rewarded for owning what is explicitly a “bail in” 

instrument intended to be lost in a crisis.  

WBCHA was called on schedule last year, leaving WBCHB as the legacy listed sub-debt. It 

finished at +269bp for the month, with 50bp wider than April and looking very cheap for 

investors prepared to use it as a short-term trade (and of course able to):  
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It is likely to trade in modest volumes and require patient accumulation, but represents 

excellent value around par – still with a year to run at the very high coupon rate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disclaimer  

The information provided in this document is meant for the general interests of clients of CPG Research & 

Advisory only and does not constitute a recommendation or an offer to invest. This document does not take into 

account the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any particular investor. Before 

making an investment decision or acting on any of the information or recommendations contained in this report, 

the investor should consider whether such recommendation is appropriate given the investor’s particular 

investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances. We recommend you consult your CPG Research & 

Advisory advisor for advice that addresses your specific needs and situation before making investment decisions. 

All information and recommendations expressed herein constitute judgements as of the date of this report and 

may change without notice. It utilises third party information – while we make every effort to validate it, we do 

not guarantee its accuracy. Staff or associates may have direct or indirect positions in the securities mentioned, 

which can change without notice.  


